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Surface Preparation Equipment

Torrance, CA, January 20, 2009 - MK Diamond Products manufactures a complete line of single/double disc grinders and scarifiers. Each grinder is designed for concrete cleaning, flattening and smoothing concrete surfaces, leveling out high spots and curled joints, removing coating, mastics, epoxies, urethane, adhesive residues, paint, or polishing concrete and natural stone.

**MK-SDG Single Disc Grinder** - is excellent for smoothing rough areas and other surface irregularities, feathering patches and cleaning industrial floors. The tapered front nose provides enhanced visibility. The removable handles and nose weight provide for easy transportation and storage. An easy to operate foot pedal raises grinding discs off the ground for engine starting and idling. The MK-SDG is also the only single disc grinder with a fully encapsulated grinding shroud with vacuum pick up. Powered by a gas Honda GXV340 engine the SDG-11 weighs only 212 pounds. The SDG-3 has an electric Baldor 3 hp motor. New this year, MK Diamond is offering a Honda GX390 propane version.

**MK-DDG Dual Disc Grinder** - has been designed with two counter-rotating heads that prevent pulling during grinding. A 22-inch grinding width makes for quick removal. It can be used to level small areas of uneven joints or high spots of 1/16” to 1/8”. An ergonomically designed T-grip handle provides easy handling and maneuvering. The built-in dust shroud contains grinding debris and the vacuum port allows for dust-free dry grinding. A water control valve is included for wet grinding. The grinder has a two-position wheel carriage for grinding and easy transport.

Both grinders are excellent for repairing damaged concrete slabs, removing urethanes, epoxy thin-coats, leveling high spots or surface imperfections, smoothing rough surfaces, rain marks or trowel marks, removing mastics, thin-sets, and paint build-ups. They are primarily used for the top surface of the floor. You may use a 10 or 20 segment, 10” diameter diamond grinding head to level, smooth or clean the top surface of concrete slabs. There is a hard bond grinding head for green concrete and asphalt. The soft bond grinding head is for grinding cured concrete.
When heavier removal or rougher finishes are required MK Diamond’s Scarifiers may be used. These machines use cutting drums with a variety of carbide and steel cutters designed for specific requirements. The five different cutting drums offer a different speed, removal rate and profile. The SG-9 Scarifier has a Honda gas engine and the SG-5 Scarifier has a Baldor 5 horsepower electric motor.

MK Diamond Products, Inc. is a manufacturer of precision diamond blades and equipment for cutting, coring and polishing all types of masonry, concrete, tile and stone products. MK Diamond Products, Inc. has been American-owned since 1868 and is continually evaluating and developing technologies to produce the best equipment in the market. For more information call 800/421-5830 or visit www.mkdiamond.com.